(1) If electrical power is supplied by an extension cord, the size and length of the cord and, the amperage and voltage supplied will be in compliance with the requirements of the current edition of National Electrical Code. The cord must be protected as necessary from "drive-over" and other physical damage.

(2) All heating units must:
(a) Be listed by a recognized testing laboratory; and
(b) Be used in accordance with the listing; and
(c) Have "tip-over" and temperature overheat protection; and
(d) Have sealed type elements (i.e., oil filled or water filled radiator type). Open flame heating devices are prohibited.

(3) Generators which use combustible fuel and which are at least twenty feet from the CFRS facility or the temporary fireworks storage structure will be allowed. Generator fuel will be limited to not more than five gallons and stored at least twenty feet from all CFRS facilities.

(4) Compliance with the National Electrical Code, current edition, will be required for all new, electrical installations, including temporary power drops.

(5) Penalties for violations of this section are provided in WAC 212-17-515.